
Planning Our Own Playground 
 

 
 

Mushiba: The Planning Process for events and activities can be a learning 

experience because while most of what happens can be planned, something 

unexpected can occur. And it is that unexpected element that can test our mettle 

and provide an opportunity for learning and growth. 

Waith enjoys using the analogy of a Playground when he discusses our journey 

on the earth plane. Here is an example of how he described his Playground 

theme: 

Question: “Is our life predetermined before we come here, including with 

whom we will be interacting?” 

Waith: “You plan your scenarios before entry on the earth plane. 

However, once you are on the plane, it can change because what looks 
good in the planning stage does not necessarily happen in reality.  

“As you travel your path ~ and this is where your true growth occurs ~ 

you will come upon entities who have their own path who are coming in 

contact with your path, unexpectedly. And then, you are each tested for 
what you have come in to learn. 



“You think you are smart planning it all ahead of time and thinking that 

you will have all the answers when you meet with a particular entity 

because you have predetermined it. If that were the case of being 
predetermined, there would be no need to do it, for the fun would be 

gone ~ thus, it is Playtime on the Earth Plane, as we like to refer to it. 

“So, it is not predetermined ~ the behaviors and the outcomes ~ for even 

if the scenario is planned ahead of time, entities have the ability to change 
the scenario once they come onto the earth plane playground. You can be 

on the plane for several years and say, ‘This isn’t what I want to do ~ I 
want to change this,’ and you can. It is as simple as that. You plan your 

own playground and then you wait to see who is going to show up on your 

playground.” 

I love Waith’s use of a Playground to describe the Planning of our lesson 

learning. Here is a humorous example: Terra Lux had a Waith gathering 

planned on a week night (with most coming directly from their work 

environment). We asked people to bring a food item to share ~ as was our 

custom. We always had a wonderful variety of salad, protein, bread and dessert. 

This particular time, every person brought some type of chocolate dessert! We 

agreed that each person had ‘heard’ a message from The Universe that we all 

needed the comfort and stress relief that most feel from eating chocolate! A 

glorious time was enjoyed! 


